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ABSTRACT

We present multi-band photometry covering ∼ 5◦× 5◦ across ω Cen collected with the Dark Energy Camera,

combined to Hubble Space Telescope and Wide Field Imager data for the central regions. The unprecedented

photometric accuracy and field coverage allowed us to confirm the different spatial distribution of blue and red

main-sequence stars, and of red-giant branch (RGB) stars with different metallicities. The ratio of the number of

blue to red main-sequence stars shows that the blue main-sequence sub-population has a more extended spatial

distribution compared to the red main-sequence one, and the frequency of blue main-sequence stars increases

at a distance of ∼ 20′ from ω Cen center. Similarly, the more metal-rich RGB stars show a more extended

spatial distribution compared to the more metal-poor ones in the outskirts of the cluster. Moreover, the centers

of the distributions of metal-rich and metal-poor RGB stars are shifted in different directions with respect to the

geometrical center of ω Cen. We constructed stellar density profiles for the blue and red main-sequence stars;

they confirm that the blue main-sequence sub-population has a more extended spatial distribution compared to

the red main-sequence one in the outskirts of ω Cen, as found based on the star number ratio. We also computed

the ellipticity profile of ω Cen, which has a maximum value of 0.16 at a distance of ∼ 8′ from the center, and a

minimum of 0.05 at ∼ 30′; the average ellipticity is ∼ 0.10. The circumstantial evidence presented in this work

suggests a merging scenario for the formation of the peculiar stellar system ω Cen.

Keywords: globular clusters: general — globular clusters: Omega Centauri

1. INTRODUCTION

ω Cen (NGC 5139) is the most massive Galactic glob-

ular cluster (GGC) with an estimated total mass M =

2.5 × 106 M⊙ (van de Ven et al. 2006), and more than

a dozen stellar sub-populations identified (Bellini et al.

2017c; Milone et al. 2017). ω Cen is unique compared

to the other GGCs since its different sub-populations not

only show light-element dispersions and anti-correlations,

but also a spread of more than 1 dex in iron abundance.

Moreover, a dispersion in the heavy element content,

including slow neutron-capture (s−process) elements, is
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also present (Norris & Da Costa 1995; Norris et al. 1996;

Suntzeff & Kraft 1996; Kayser et al. 2006; Calamida et al.

2009; Johnson & Pilachowski 2010; Marino et al. 2011).

Another peculiar property of ω Cen is the split of the main-

sequence (MS). Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and Very

Large Telescope (VLT) photometry revealed that ω Cen MS

bifurcates in two main components, the so called blue

MS (bMS) and red MS (rMS, Anderson 2002; Bedin et al.

2004; Sollima et al. 2007b). Spectroscopic follow-up by

Piotto et al. (2005) showed that bMS stars might be slightly

more metal-rich than rMS stars, and thus it was suggested

that bMS stars constitute a helium-enhanced sub-population

in the cluster.

A study based on the spectroscopic abundances of ∼ 500

red-giant branch (RGB) stars combined with radial veloc-

http://arxiv.org/abs/2002.07260v1
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ities unveiled that ω Cen stellar sub-populations have dif-

ferent kinematical properties: the metal-rich (MR) stars

do not share the rotational velocity (maximum line-of-

sight rotational velocity on the major axis, V ∼ 8 km s−1,

van de Ven et al. 2006) of the metal-poor (MP) component,

and the most MR RGBs seem to have a smaller velocity

dispersion than the MP ones (Norris et al. 1997). However,

these results were later questioned by Pancino et al. (2007)

and Sollima et al. (2009), who found that the most MR stellar

component of ω Cen does not present any significant radial

velocity offset with respect to the bulk of stars. The velocity

dispersion of the cluster appears to decrease monotonically

from σv ∼ 17.2 km/s down to a minimum value of σv ∼ 5.2
km/s, in the region 1.5 ≤ r ≤ 28′ (where the half-mass and

tidal radii are rh = 5 and rt = 57′, respectively Harris 1996).

For distances larger than 30′, a hint of a raise in the veloc-

ity dispersion is present, but this result is not statistically

significant (Sollima et al. 2009).

A proper motion study of different stellar sub-populations

in ω Cen was performed by Ferraro et al. (2002), and showed

that the most MR stars in the cluster have a different mo-

tion compared to the metal-intermediate (MI) and MP stars:

the proper-motion centroid for the MR stars is offset from

the centroid of the MP stars. The authors suggested that

the most MR stars in ω Cen formed in an independent stel-

lar system that was later accreted by the cluster. How-

ever, these results have not been confirmed in the study pre-

sented by Platais et al. (2003), who suggested that the ob-

served proper motion shift could be due to a residual color-

or magnitude-dependent term in the proper motions, and by

Bellini et al. (2009), who performed a similar analysis on a

different data set. These works found no difference between

the global proper motions of stellar sub-populations with dif-

ferent metallicity.

Pancino et al. (2000, 2003) found that the three main stel-

lar sub-populations of ω Cen (MP, MI, and MR) have dif-

ferent spatial distributions: MP RGB stars extend along

the direction of the cluster major axis (East-West), while

the MI and MR along the North-South axis in the center

and they are elongated East-West in the outskirts. This

result was confirmed by Hilker & Richtler (2000), based

on Strömgren photometric metallicities for a sample of

ω Cen RGBs. In particular, they found that the more MR

stars seem to be more concentrated within a radius of 10′.

Sollima et al. (2005a) also found that MR RGB stars are

more centrally concentrated, by using photometry for a field

of view of ≈ 0.2◦×0.2◦ across ω Cen.

In a recent work based on Dark Energy Camera (DECam)

observations covering∼ 2◦×2◦ across ω Cen, we found that

the frequency of bMS stars increases compared to rMS stars

in the outskirts of the cluster (Calamida et al. 2017, hereafter

CA17). Furthermore, we also showed that stars of another

sub-population in ω Cen, the reddest and most metal-rich

RGB, have a more extended spatial distribution in the out-

skirts of the cluster, a region that was not explored in previ-

ous studies. bMS stars should also be more metal-rich com-

pared to the cluster main stellar population, according to the

spectroscopic measurements of Piotto et al. (2005). There-

fore, these findings make ω Cen one of the few stellar sys-

tems currently known where metal-rich stars have a more

extended spatial distribution compared to metal-poor stars.

A similar behavior has been observed in the cluster M 80,

where Dalessandro et al. (2018) found that the stellar sub-

population enriched in Sodium (Na) and depleted in Oxy-

gen (O), which they identify as the second generation, has

a more extended spatial distribution compared to the cluster

main stellar sub-population (the first generation), which is

Na-poor and O-rich. The authors claimed that the two stel-

lar sub-populations have a different helium content and this

causes a mass difference, resulting in spatial segregation of

the stars, with the lower mass second-generation stars having

a more extended spatial distribution.

A similar case is the GGC M 22, where two main groups

of stars were identified, the Calcium weak (Ca − w) and the

Calcium strong (Ca − s): the Ca − w stars are more centrally

concentrated, and the Ca − s stars have a more extended spa-

tial distribution at larger radii (Lee 2015). The Ca − w and

Ca − s stellar sub-populations have their own light-element

anti-correlations and they also show a mild iron abundance

difference, ∆[Fe/H] ∼ 0.15 dex, with the Ca − s stars being

more metal-rich compared to the Ca − w stars (Marino et al.

2009, 2011). To explain the origin of the spatial distribu-

tion of the stellar sub-populations in M 22, a scenario where

two clusters with slightly different metallicities merged was

proposed by Lee (2015). A merger scenario was also ad-

vanced for another peculiar GGC, NGC 1851, which shows

a similar small spread in the iron abundance, ∆[Fe/H] ∼

0.06-0.08 dex, with the two stellar sub-populations having

different s−process and light-element abundances and the

more MP stars more concentrated compared to the more

MR stars (Yong & Grundahl 2008; Carretta et al. 2010,

2011). This GGC also has a stellar halo and possibly

tidal tails (Olszewski et al. 2009; Carballo-Bello et al. 2017;

Kuzma et al. 2018).

The formation history of ω Cen could be more com-

plex than that of these GGCs, due to the presence of a

very large iron abundance spread and the numerous stel-

lar sub-populations observed. The two current main sce-

narios to explain the origin of ω Cen are that this pecu-

liar stellar system is the nucleus of a dwarf galaxy ac-

creted by the Milky Way or the result of the merger of

two or more clusters (Norris et al. 1997; Jurcsik 1998;

Bekki & Freeman 2003; Pancino et al. 2000; Bekki & Norris

2006). The merger could have happened in a dwarf galaxy,
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where cluster encounters are more frequent than in the

Galactic halo due to the lower velocity dispersion, and

the system could have been later accreted by the Milky

Way (Thurl & Johnston 2002). Different works have re-

cently simulated the merging of clusters in dwarf galaxy

environments to explain the origin of GGCs with iron and

light-element abundance spread (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2013;

Bekki & Tsujimoto 2016; Gavagnin et al. 2016; Pasquato & Chung

2016), and some of them are very successful in reproducing

the current properties of ω Cen. Mastrobuono-Battisti et al.

(2019) used simulations to show that GGCs in the disk and

bulge, such as Terzan 5, may result from encounters and sub-

sequent merging and mass exchanges between a primordial

population of clusters.

In support of the merger scenario for the origin of ω Cen is

the different spatial distribution and kinematics of the MP

and MR RGB stars, and the different spatial distribution of

the blue and red MS stars. We now push forward the ongoing

investigation to better understand the origin of ω Cen with

precise multi-band DECam photometry covering ∼ 5◦× 5◦

across the cluster. The larger field of view allows us to

study the spatial distribution of the different sub-populations

in ω Cen until and beyond the tidal radius. The deep and ac-

curate wide-field DECam photometry, covering the entire ex-

tent of the cluster, combined to HST photometry for the core,

also allows us to accurately characterize the density profile

of ω Cen and of its different sub-populations. The analysis

of these structural properties will help us to shed light on the

origin of this mysterious stellar system.

The structure of the current paper is as follows. In §2 we

present the new DECam observations and how we derived

the latest photometric catalog. In §3 we discuss the spatial

distribution of the blue and red MS and in §4 we analyze

ω Cen stellar density profiles and derive its ellipticity. In §5

we study the spatial distribution of RGB stars with different

metallicities and in §6 we discuss the results. §7 summarizes

the results and presents the conclusions.

2. THE PHOTOMETRIC CATALOG

A set of 342 ugri images centered on ω Cen was collected

over four nights, 2014 February 24, 2015 June 22, 2016

March 4, and 2017 April 15 with DECam on the Blanco

4m Telescope (CTIO, NOAO). DECam is a wide-field im-

ager composed of 62 detectors (61 operational) and covers a

3 square degree sky field of view (FoV) with a pixel scale of

0.263′′. Data collected in the first 3 nights were published in

CA17; the current work is based on those with the addition

of DECam images collected in 2017.

Exposure times for our observations ranged from 120 to

600s for the u and from 7 to 250s for the gri filters. Weather

conditions were very good for all nights with image seeing

ranging from 0.8′′ to 1.6′′ for the u and from 0.7′′ to 1.2′′ for

Figure 1. Field of view covered by DECam photometric catalog

across ω Cen (black dots). The orientation is labeled in the figure.

Detector N7 is not operational and stars are missing at the bottom of

the DECam fields. Cyan and red dots indicate stars observed in the

WFI and ACS field of views, respectively. See text in § 4 for more

details.

the gri filters. Standard stars from the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-

vey Stripe 82 were observed in all filters and at different air

masses during the night of February 2014. The FoV centered

on ω Cen was observed during the 2014, 2015 and 2016 runs,

and four new fields were added in the 2017 run to cover a

larger area around the cluster. Fig. 1 shows the footprint of

the combined DECam photometric catalog for ω Cen. Note

that while detector S7 currently works, N7 is still not oper-

ational and stars are missing at the bottom of the DECam

footprint.

Photometry on images for the four new DECam fields was

performed with DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993; Saha et al.

2010), following the same prescriptions used to reduce DE-

Cam central field in CA17, and applying the same zero points

to calibrate the photometry. The accuracy of the photometric

calibration ranges between 2% for the r and i filters to 4 − 5%

for the g and u filters. The old and new DECam catalogs were

combined and the final catalog includes ∼1.4×107 stars and

covers a FoV of ≈ 5◦×5◦centered on ω Cen (see Fig. 1).

The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the i, g − i color-magnitude

diagram (CMD) for all stars observed in the FoV towards

ω Cen. The CMD is still heavily contaminated by field stars,

mostly thin/thick disk and halo stars. To separate field and

cluster stars we used the same approach adopted in CA17, i.e.
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we estimated the ridge lines of the different sub-populations

identified along the cluster RGB, the main sequence turn-off

(MSTO) and the MS in the color-color-magnitude diagram

u−r vs g− i vs r. Once the ridge lines were estimated we per-

formed a linear interpolation among them and generated a

continuous multi-dimensional surface. Finally, we used dif-

ferent statistical parameters to separate field and cluster stars.

For more details on the procedure we refer to CA17.

After cleaning the catalog from field stars we are left with

432,295 candidate ω Cen members. In order to verify the

cluster and field star separation, we took advantage of the

Gaia DR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). ω Cen is

one of the clusters with the worst accuracy of the five as-

trometric parameters provided by the release, i.e. posi-

tions, proper motions and parallax. As shown in Fig. A.6

of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018), the selection of well-

measured stars produces holes in the coverage of the clus-

ter (see also Bianchini 2019 for a detailed discussion on the

accuracy of Gaia measurements for ω Cen). Moreover, re-

liable Gaia astrometric and photometric measurements are

provided only down to G ∼ 20 mag, about 1 magnitude be-

low ω Cen MSTO. The focus of this work is to study the

spatial distribution of the blue and red MS down to G ∼

22.5 mag, and the two sequences cannot be accurately mea-

sured and separated with Gaia photometry and astrometry.

We matched our catalogs of cluster and field members with

Gaia, by using a searching radius of 0.5′′, and we used the

proper motion plane to estimate how many stars might have

been misidentified with our method. In order to only use

stars with the best quality parameters in the Gaia astromet-

ric catalog, we limited our analysis to stars brighter than i

= 16.0 mag, ending up with 10,110 and 34,524 candidate

ω Cen and field stars, respectively, out of which 7,849 and

32,957 have proper motion measurements in Gaia. Gaia

proper motion for ω Cen is µα = -3.1925±0.0022 and µδ =

-6.7445±0.0019 mas/yr (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) and

we selected as candidate cluster members stars with -6.0

< µα < 0 and -10 < µδ < -3.5 mas/yr. Of the 7,849 stars

selected as ω Cen members with our color-color-magnitude

method, 662 are field stars according to Gaia proper motions,

i.e. ∼ 8%. We repeated the same procedure for stars selected

as field members from the color selection and less than 1%

are candidate cluster stars according to proper motions. We

can thus conclude that the color-color-magnitude method is a

powerful tool to disentangle cluster and field stars in the ab-

sence of accurate proper motions down to faint magnitudes.

Photometric accuracy hampers the color selection at fainter

magnitudes, but nevertheless the fraction of cluster stars lost

with this method is negligible, while the residual contamina-

tion of field stars is . 10%, and affects the blue and red MS

sample in the same way (see also CA17).

Candidate ω Cen members are plotted in the i, g − i CMD

shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. The CMD in the right

panel of Fig. 2 shows that all the cluster sequences are well-

defined, including the extreme horizontal branch (EHB) at

g − i ∼ -0.7 and 18 < i < 20 mag. Photometry reaches i ≈

22.5 mag with S/N ≈ 20 and i ≈ 21 mag with S/N ≈ 70.

Fig. 3 shows a zoom of the i, g − i CMD in the mag-

nitude and color ranges 16.5 < i < 21 and 0.2 ≤ g − i ≤

1.2. The MS split is clearly visible: the bMS and the rMS

start to separate at i ≈ 18.5 mag, and their color distance

increases at fainter magnitudes. A third less populated and

redder sequence is also visible, the so-called MS-a. This se-

quence connects to ω Cen faintest sub-giant branch, the so-

called SGB-a (Ferraro et al. 2004), and to the reddest RGB,

the so-called RGB-a by Pancino et al. (2000) or ω3 by us

(Castellani et al. 2007), which are not visible in this CMD.

It is worth noticing that the bMS and the rMS intersect at i ≈

18.5 mag and the rMS continues onto ω Cen brighter SGB,

while the bMS should connect to a fainter SGB. Very accu-

rate multi-band HST photometry enables a more clear view

of the multiple ω Cen turn-off (TO) points and how they con-

nect to the multiple MSs and RGBs (Bellini et al. 2017a);

however, it is not clear yet which SGB and RGB are the con-

tinuation of the bMS.

The astrometric calibration of ω Cen DECam catalog to

the equatorial system J2000 was performed as described in

CA17 and has a precision better than 0.03′′ in both right as-

cension and declination. We then converted the equatorial

coordinates, α and δ, to cartesian coordinates by following

the prescriptions of van de Ven et al. (2006), with the cluster

center at α0 = 201.694625◦ and δ0 = -47.48330◦ (Braga et al.

2016), setting x in the direction of West and y in the direction

of North. We then rotated the cartesian coordinates x and y by

the position angle of ω Cen, 100◦ (van de Ven et al. 2006),

resulting with x-axis and the y-axis aligned with respectively

the observed cluster major and minor axis.

3. THE BLUE AND RED MS SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

ω Cen MS splits in two main sequences, the bMS and rMS,

as shown in Fig. 3. The MS split was first identified with HST

photometry by Anderson (2002) and Bedin et al. (2004),

and later confirmed with VLT observations by Sollima et al.

(2007b) and with DECam data by CA17. Piotto et al. (2005)

observed 17 stars distributed on the blue and on the red MS:

the spectra showed that bMS stars are ∼ 0.3 dex more metal-

rich than rMS stars, counter to expectations given their bluer

color. However, these spectra have very low S/N (. 3 for

individual spectra and < 30 for the co-added) and additional

data are necessary to confirm these results. Following these

spectroscopic results, Piotto et al. (2005) proposed that bMS

stars constitute a helium-enhanced sub-population as an ex-

planation of the observed anomaly.
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Figure 2. Left: DECam i, g-i color-magnitude diagram towards ω Cen. Error bars are shown. – Right: same plot but for selected cluster

members.

Figure 3. Zoom of the DECam i, g-i color-magnitude diagram of

ω Cen selected cluster members. The split of the MS is clear: the

bMS and the rMS start to separate at i ∼ 18.5 mag and their sep-

aration increases at fainter magnitudes. See text for more details.

CA17 performed an analysis of the spatial distribution of

bMS and rMS stars in ω Cen, finding that bMS stars are

more concentrated compared to rMS stars until ≈ 25′ from

the cluster center, and that they show a more extended dis-

tribution at larger distances. Moreover, they found that the

frequency of bMS stars, supposedly more metal-rich than

the rMS stars according to the spectroscopic measurements

available, steadily increases at larger distances.

With the extended DECam photometric catalog, we can

now better characterize the distribution of bMS and rMS

stars in the vicinity of the truncation radius and beyond (rt ∼

1.0◦, Harris 1996). To achieve this goal, we computed the

ratio of the number of bMS and rMS stars, R(bMS/rMS) =

N(bMS)/N(rMS), as a function of the radial distance, r. In

order to select the sample of blue and red MS stars in the

19.25 < i < 20.5 magnitude range, where the two sequences

better separate, we used the same procedure illustrated in

CA17. The samples of blue and red MS stars were selected

for different g − i color bins, ∆, after the two main sequences

were rectified by subtracting to each star the color of the bMS

or rMS ridge line. The minimum color bin for the selection

was ∆ = 0.02 mag, equal to the color uncertainty in the se-

lected magnitude range, and the maximum bin was ∆ = 0.20

mag, for a total of 18 bins. Note that with this selection the

bMS and rMS samples never overlap (see Fig. 9 in CA17).

Fig. 4 shows the 3D plot of R(bMS/rMS) as a function of

the radial distance, r, in arcminutes, and of the g − i color bin,
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Figure 4. Ratio of the number of bMS and rMS stars, N(bMS)/N(rMS) = R(bMS/rMS) as a function of distance from the cluster center, r, and

the g − i color bin used to select the stars, ∆. The three panels show the same ratio for all the stars (left), for candidate cluster members only

(middle) and for candidate field members only (right), in the magnitude interval 19.25 < i < 20.5.

∆, used in the selection for the entire sample of stars included

in the 19.25 < i < 20.5 magnitude interval (left panel), for

only the candidate cluster stars (middle), and for the candi-

date field stars only (right). The different g− i color selections

are plotted with arbitrary colors to highlight the difference

when moving from narrower to wider color bins.

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of the number of bMS and rMS stars

as a function of distance for the largest color bin, ∆ = 0.2

mag, and for 0.1′ distance bins from ω Cen center. From

Figs. 4 and 5 it is clear that R(bMS/rMS) decreases from

a distance of ≈ 10′ from the center down to a minimum,

R(bMS/rMS) ∼ 0.18, at a distance r ∼ 20′ (marked with a

solid line in Fig. 5), and then it starts to increase. The ratio

then reaches a local maximum, R(bMS/rMS) ∼ 0.85, at r ∼

60′ (solid line in Fig. 5) and it stays approximately constant

at larger distances. From a distance from the cluster center

of ∼ 100′ the ratio starts to increase again until the largest

distance sample of ∼ 140′. Error bars in Fig. 5 indicate the

uncertainties, calculated as Poisson error on the star counts.1

R(bMS/rMS) at the center of the cluster is not sampled

by DECam data: Bellini et al. (2009), Sollima et al. (2007b),

and later CA17, showed that the ratio has values in the inter-

val 0.2–0.5 in between 0 and 10′ from the cluster center.

It is worth mentioning that these findings are independent

of the g − i color bin used to select the sample of bMS and

rMS stars and indeed the radial trends are quite similar when

1 We calculated the uncertainties as Poisson errors in the following way:

σ = (N(bMS)/N(rMS))×
√

N(bMS)+N(rMS)
N(bMS)×N(rMS)

moving from the narrower to the wider bin as shown in Fig. 4.

Moreover, the current finding is also independent of the ap-

proach used to select candidate cluster and field stars. The

population ratios are similar in the left panel of Fig. 4, where

the ratio is the entire sample of stars, and in the middle panel,

where it is based on candidate cluster members only.

Data plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5

show that a local maximum in the population ratio is attained

in the outskirts of ω Cen at about the truncation radius, r ∼

60′, where the ratio of bMS to rMS stars is of the order of

0.85. This value is smaller than the ratio found with the pre-

vious DECam dataset by CA17 at the same distance. In the

previous work, the result was affected by a lack of statistics

at these distances from the cluster center, since the photomet-

ric catalog was only based on data for DECam central field

(see Fig. 1). At larger distances, the bMS stars dominate over

the rMS stars, reaching another local maximum at r ∼ 115′,

where the ratio is of order of 1.2 (solid line in Fig. 5).

The population ratios based on only candidate field stars

plotted in the right panel of Fig. 4 show an approximately

flat trend from the inner to the outer cluster regions for the

smaller g − i color bins, while an increase is observed for

wider bins, with R(bMS/rMS) ∼ 0.7 for r < 30′, compared

to the approximately flat value of R(bMS/rMS) ∼ 0.5 in the

more external regions. As discussed in §2, a small (∼ 1%)

fraction of cluster stars might have been classified as field

stars and might cause the increase of the ratio towards the

cluster center.

In CA17 we have already demonstrated how our result,

confirmed here with the extended photometric catalog, is not
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Figure 5. Ratio of the number of bMS and rMS stars as a function

of distance from the cluster center and for a g − i color bin ∆ = 0.20

mag, calculated in bins of 0.1′ width. Error bars are shown. The

vertical lines indicate the approximate distance at which the ratio

reaches its local minimum and maximum values. See text for more

details.

Figure 6. Reddening color density map as derived from

Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) for stars towards the observed region

across ω Cen. Stars identified as ω Cen members from DECam

photometric catalog are over-plotted as red dots. The North and

East direction are indicated with red arrows.

affected by foreground reddening. To further constrain this

issue, we used reddening values from Schlafly & Finkbeiner

(2011) for the observed field of view towards ω Cen. The

map of the derived E(B − V ) values is shown in Fig. 6: a

decrease of the extinction in the Northern half of the clus-

ter and an increase in the South-West quadrant is evident,

with values ranging from a minimum of E(B −V) ∼ 0.05 to

a maximum of E(B −V ) ∼ 0.2 mag. However, the extinction

averages around E(B −V) ∼ 0.11 mag, with a 1-σ dispersion

of 0.025 mag. These values are in very good agreement with

the dispersion σE(B−V ) . 0.03 mag found by Cannon & Stobie

(1973) and Calamida et al. (2005), and σE(B−V ) . 0.04 mag

found by Bellini et al. (2017b), and based on photometric

studies of ω Cen.

As shown in CA17 for a smaller field of view, the presence

of some differential reddening or an increase in the extinction

in some regions in the outskirt of ω Cen would cause a de-

crease in the population ratio, R(bMS/rMS), since stars truly

belonging to the bMS will be moved into the rMS sample.

Therefore, the observed increase in the population ratio, i.e.

the increase of the number of bMS stars towards the outskirts

of the cluster, cannot be due to the presence of some differen-

tial reddening. Indeed, this low differential reddening could

move stars from the blue to the red MS samples, but it cannot

explain the over-abundance of bMS stars at larger distances

from ω Cen center.

Our results agree very well with the findings of Sollima et al.

(2007b) for distances larger than 10′ and up to r ≈ 25′, i.e.

the cluster region sampled by this work, also confirming

what found in CA17. On the other hand, our results do

not agree with those of Bellini et al. (2009) for this region

of ω Cen: our ratio of bMS and rMS stars is significantly

lower than the ratio found by them. At r ≈ 15′, for example,

Bellini et al. (2009) found a ratio of 0.36±0.04, while our ra-

tio is 0.220±0.002, more than 3σ smaller. This discrepancy

can be explained by taking into account their different selec-

tion of bMS and rMS stars with respect to this work. Our

sample of rMS stars is contaminated by unresolved binaries

and by MS-a stars. Photometric and spectroscopic analyses

provide a binary frequency for ω Cen of ≈ 5% (Mayor et al.

1996; Sollima et al. 2007a), and MS-a stars, which are the

counterpart of RGB-a stars, are less than 5% of cluster stars

(Pancino et al. 2000, CS07). These factors will cause an arti-

ficial increase in the star counts of the rMS, i.e. a decrease of

the absolute value of the bMS to rMS number ratio. By ac-

counting for these factors, our population ratio would agree

with the findings of Bellini et al. (2009). However, these fac-

tors cannot explain the global decreasing trend with distance

of the ratio of bMS and rMS stars observed with DECam

data and not found by Bellini et al. (2009): the number of

binaries is expected to decrease at increasing distances from

the cluster center, and the MS-a stars are more centrally con-
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centrated compared to metal-poor stars (Pancino et al. 2003;

Bellini et al. 2009, CA17). Because th number of these ob-

jects decreases at larger distances from the cluster center, we

would expect an increase of the bMS to rMS ratio. How-

ever, DECam data clearly show that this population ratio

decreases from ∼10′ up to a distance of ≈ 20′, as previ-

ously also shown by Sollima et al. (2007b). Bellini et al.

(2009) and Sollima et al. (2007b) did not analyze the bMS to

rMS star ratio for distances larger than ∼ 20′, so we cannot

compare our results for this region of ω Cen; Sollima et al.

(2007b) observed a slight increase of the population ratio

for distances larger than 20′ from the cluster center, but they

pointed out that these results are not statistically significant

(see their Fig. 7). DECam data presented in CA17 and in

this work finally allowed us to study the population ratio and

the spatial distribution of the bMS and rMS sub-populations

for distances larger than 20′ and until the tidal radius and

beyond, a region that was never explored before.

4. STELLAR DENSITY PROFILES

We took advantage of the coverage and depth of DECam

photometric catalog to study the stellar density profile of the

bMS and rMS sub-populations. We then combined DECam

photometry to the ACS and WFI datasets to cover the more

internal regions of ω Cen, and to determine the global stel-

lar density profile of the cluster to compare it with the bMS

and rMS profiles. The stellar density profile we present here

for ω Cen includes, for the first time, star counts of TO, MS,

sub-giant branch (SGB), and RGB stars. MS stars are ap-

proximately a factor of 100 more numerous than the brighter

RGB stars, and thus they provide a more reliable description

of the cluster density profile, particularly at larger distances

from the center, where the star density declines.

We used DECam photometry for ω Cen cluster members

for distances larger than 16′ from the center, i.e. about

three times the half-mass radius. At these distances, DE-

Cam photometry is not affected by crowding, and the cat-

alog can be considered more than ∼ 90% complete down

to r ∼ 20 mag, where S/N ∼ 200. For distances r < 16′,

we used Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) HST data

and the Wide Field Imager (WFI) on the MPG 2.2m ESO

telescope photometry published in Castellani et al. (2007).

These datasets cover the innermost regions of ω Cen (see the

footprints in Fig. 1): in particular, ACS covers a radial dis-

tance from ∼ 1 to 4′ (red dots in Fig. 1), while WFI cov-

ers a radial distance from ∼ 4 to 16′ (cyan dots). The three

photometric catalogs were matched together and the com-

bined catalog includes 1.8×107 cluster stars measured in

11 filters (F475W,F625W,F658N, U,B,V, I, u,g,r, i). The

ACS F625W−band photometry was transformed to DECam

r−band by comparing photometry of stars in common be-

tween the two catalogs. We found that rDECam = F625W −

0.2. For the WFI dataset, we transformed the V− and

I−band photometry to F625W following the prescription of

Castellani et al. (2007), i.e. F625W = V × 0.544 + I× 0.455,

and then to DECam r−band as described. To take into ac-

count the different completeness levels of the photometric

catalogs and the saturation of the ACS catalog at brighter

magnitudes, we only selected ω Cen stars in the magnitude

range 14.5< r < 20 mag, i.e. from the RGB down to ap-

proximately 3 magnitudes below the MSTO. Stars were then

divided in circular annuli with width of 0.5′, from a distance

of 1′ from the cluster center until 100′; to increase the num-

ber statistics in the spare outermost regions of the cluster we

selected stars in bins of 1′ from 100 to 140′. The number of

stars per bin was divided by the area of the annulus to obtain

the number density of stars as a function of distance from

the cluster center, which is shown with green filled circles in

Fig. 7.

We performed the same analysis for the bMS and rMS

stars for distances larger than 16′ from ω Cen center. In this

case, we used the samples selected for a g − i color bin of 0.2

mag. The bMS and rMS stars have the same completeness

level since they were selected in the same magnitude range

(19.25 < i < 20.5 mag). These profiles were then stitched

to the inner part of the global stellar density profile (at dis-

tances r < 16′), after an appropriate normalization. Fig. 7

shows the resulting density profiles computed for the global

(green filled circles), rMS (red) and bMS (blue) cluster stellar

populations. From this figure, it appears that bMS stars are

slightly more concentrated compared to rMS stars until ∼20′;

outside this radius, the bMS stars density is larger compared

to the rMS stars density, supporting the results obtained with

the bMS to rMS star ratio. In Appendix A we show the re-

sults of the fits we carried out with dynamical models with

different truncation prescriptions to these profiles, to capture

their different behaviors in the outermost regions of ω Cen.

Thanks to the unprecedented combination of data used

here, we can also investigate additional properties of the stel-

lar distribution of this cluster. In particular, in this Section

we discuss the possible presence of a halo of stars in the out-

ermost regions and we compute a new ellipticity profile for

ω Cen.

4.1. A stellar halo and/or tidal tails

In the past, Leon et al. (2000) used star counts to claim

the presence of tidal tails around ω Cen, extending perpen-

dicularly to the Galactic plane. However, this result was

questioned by Law et al. (2003), who showed that those

star counts were affected by variable extinction towards

ω Cen. In a more recent work, we used OmegaCam on the

VST telescope (ESO) to study the number density profile of

ω Cen (Marconi et al. 2014). The VST photometry was 2.5

magnitude shallower compared to our current DECam pho-
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Figure 7. Left: Number density profile for all selected cluster members (green circles) and for selected bMS (blue) and rMS stars (red); error

bars are shown. The innermost part of these profiles is the same, as described in the text; differences among the rMS and bMS star density are

evident when looking at distances & 20′. Right: zoomed version of the plot to highlight the differences in the outermost parts of the profiles.

tometry, and only three filters, gri, were available. Therefore,

we were not able to use the color-color-magnitude method to

separate cluster and field stars. In order to analyze the stellar

density profile, stars were selected for a narrow magnitude

and color range across ω Cen MSTO and the SGB. The num-

ber density profile showed the presence of two over-densities

of stars at ≈ 1◦ from ω Cen center in the North - West quad-

rant and at ≈ 2◦ in the opposite South-East quadrant (see

Fig. 22 in Marconi et al. 2014). However, these results could

have been affected by field star contamination. More re-

cently, Ibata et al. (2019) identified tidal tails extending up

to 28◦ from ω Cen based on Gaia DR2 data, oriented in the

same North-West – South-East direction, starting from a dis-

tance of 100′ from the cluster center, confirming the results

of Marconi et al. (2014).

We then used the combined ACS+WFI+DECam photo-

metric catalog to investigate the presence of asymmetries in

the stellar density profiles. We selected only stars in the

North-West – South-East direction (tidal tail direction) and

the opposite one, and produced a density profile consider-

ing all stars, bMS, and rMS stars in both directions. These

new profiles show no significant difference in the distribution

of stars along different directions; we fit them with the dy-

namical models presented in Appendix A and we found best-

fit parameters in very good agreement, within uncertainties,

with the ones obtained for the global profiles and reported in

Table2.

To further investigate the presence of asymmetries in the

stellar density profiles, we divided the clusters in 15-degree

slices and plotted the number of stars per sample (global, blue

and red MS) over the total number in Fig. 8. The three ratios

show a decrease of the number of stars towards the direction

of ≈ -90, 0, 90, 180◦, where 0◦is in the East direction, due

to the lack of coverage of DECam photometric catalog (see

Fig. 1), and maintain otherwise consistent values as a func-

tion of angle around the cluster. DECam data do not seem to

support the presence of asymmetries in the distribution of all

stars, and stars of the bMS and rMS sub-populations, until a

distance of ≈ 140′ from ω Cen center.

Model fits to the global stellar density profiles (see details

in Appendix A) suggest the presence of potential escaper

(PE) stars, distributed symmetrically around the cluster and

forming a stellar halo (these stars are energetically unbound

but still physically trapped within the cluster). Moreover, our

dataset does not confirm the stellar over-densities identified

with VST at 1 and 1.2◦ from the center, and possibly con-

nected to the tidal tails (Marconi et al. 2014).

4.2. Ellipticity

We also used the combined ACS+WFI+DECam photo-

metric catalog to investigate the presence of asymmetries in

ω Cen by computing its ellipticity profile. The stars were

selected in magnitude, as previously done to construct the

global density profile for ω Cen, to ensure a similar com-

pleteness level of the dataset across its spatial extent. To ver-

ify that the fingerprints of the observed fields (ACS, WFI,

and DECam, see Fig. 1) are not imposing a biased geom-

etry on the distribution of the stars, we looked at the local

density (computed by considering the location of the 30th

nearest neighbor for each star) for stars in the cluster. Then
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Figure 8. Normalized number of stars for the global (black points), bMS (blue) and rMS (red) samples of stars as a function of angle around

ω Cen, with zero in the East direction. Error bars are shown but are either the same size or smaller then the symbols displayed.

we calculated the average of this quantity in each cell of a

grid, and we interpolated the result to obtain a smooth func-

tion. The grid used in this case has cells with width of ∼

0.24′. The logarithm of this density, normalized with respect

to its peak value is shown in Fig. 9. The isodensity contours

correspond to values -4.5,-4.25,-4,-3.5,-3,-2.5,-2,-1.75,-1.5,-

1.25,-1,-0.75,-0.5 of this function.

We then computed the ellipticity of ω Cen by determining

the parameters of the ellipse which provides a best fit to each

considered isodensity contour. Combining ACS data for the

center of ω Cen to WFI and DECam data for more external

regions, allowed us to study the variation of the ellipticity

as a function of the cluster semi-major axis from ∼ 2′ to

∼ 30′. Fig. 10 shows the ellipticity, ε, as a function of the

cluster semi-major axis, a, with ε = 1 − b/a (where b is the

semi-minor axis of the ellipse). This figure clearly shows

that ω Cen is flattened, with average ε∼0.10, and that the el-

lipticity increases from the cluster center up to a maximum

of ∼ 0.16 at a radial distance of ∼ 8′, then it is approximately

constant until ∼ 15′, and decreases again to ∼ 0.05 at ∼ 30′.

Fig. 10 also shows the ellipticity profiles of ω Cen calculated

by Geyer et al. (1983) based on photographic plate photom-

etry and by Pancino et al. (2003) by using photometry of

RGB stars: they both agree with the one presented here, even

though the samples of stars used to compute them are differ-

ent. In particular, the profile by Pancino et al. (2003) shows

a remarkable agreement between ∼ 2 and 10′, and the one by

Geyer et al. (1983) beyond ∼ 7′.

5. THE RED-GIANT BRANCH STARS

The bMS has its counterpart in one of the RGB branches

of ω Cen, possibly at a metallicity intermediate with respect

to the range observed in the cluster. However, even very ac-

curate HST photometry does not clearly show which RGB

the bMS connects to (for more details on the correspondence

between the cluster multiple MSs and SGBs and RGBs see

Bellini et al. 2017a, Fig. 11). Moreover, it is not possible to

separate the different intermediate RGBs without the infor-

mation on the chemical composition of each star. For regions

of the cluster until ≈ 25′, low- and high-resolution spec-

troscopy is available for ≈ 1,000 RGBs. For the outskirts of

the cluster, no chemical information is available for a statisti-

cal significant number of RGB stars covering the entire clus-

ter metallicity range (Da Costa & Coleman 2008). Thus we

decided to investigate the spatial distribution of the brightest

RGB stars by dividing them in metallicity groups according

to their photometric u − i color.

We selected 8,748 stars brighter than i = 16 mag and along

the RGB in the DECam i, u − i CMD. We then selected

only stars with a Gaia proper motion measurement such that
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Figure 9. Surface density map and contours for ω Cen. Stars with

17 < r < 19 mag are considered and the average of the local densi-

ties of stars is calculated for each cell of a grid and results are inter-

polated to obtain a smooth function. The logarithm of the density

is normalized to its peak value and the plot shows contours corre-

sponding to values of -4.5,-4.25,-4,-3.5,-3,-2.5,-2,-1.75,-1.5,-1.25,-

1,-0.75,-0.5 of this function.
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Figure 10. Ellipticity profile ε as a function of the semi-major axis

a of the ellipses. Each point corresponds to one of the contour levels

shown in Fig. 9, and is obtained by considering the parameters of its

best-fit ellipse. The black squares report the ellipticity as estimated

by Geyer et al. (1983), with error bars and horizontal bars marking

the range of data considered; the grey triangles reproduce the profile

calculated by Pancino et al. (2003), with error bars.

−6.0<µα < 0 and −10<µδ < −3.5 mas/yr, obtaining a sam-

ple of 4,525 RGBs. To divide the RGB in different metallic-

ity groups, we selected stars starting from four ridge lines

following the RGB from the bluest to the reddest color. The

bluest ridge line selects the most MP RGB stars in ω Cen,

according to spectroscopy. These stars, which correspond to

the rMS stellar sub-population (see Bellini et al. 2017a), are

the most abundant in the cluster, and we established them as

the metallicity reference group. We then selected the faintest

and reddest RGB, the RGB-a or ω3 branch, which constitutes

the most MR sub-population of the cluster based on spec-

troscopic data (Pancino et al. 2000, 2007). The ω3 branch

is well-separated from the other RGBs in the i, u − i CMD,

where the temperature sensitivity is larger (see Fig. 11). We

also selected stars between the ω3 branch and the MP sub-

population as representative of the ω Cen metal-intermediate

sub-populations, and divided them in two groups, metal-

intermediate 1 (MI1) and 2 (MI2).

The approach used to select RGB stars with different

metallicities is similar to the method used by CA17: four

ridge lines are drawn following the MP, MI1, MI2 and MR

RGBs on the i, u − i CMD, and stars are selected to be 0.50,

0.27, 0.37, 0.85 mag fainter and brighter than these ridge

lines, respectively. Fig. 11 shows the selected sample of MP

(blue dots), MI1 (green), MI2 (magenta), and MR (red) stars

and the adopted ridge lines plotted on the i, u − i CMD. The

four samples of cluster stars have approximately the same

completeness since they are selected in the same magnitude

range, 16 . i . 12.5, and include 2,076, 941, 640, and 111

objects, respectively. Note that the aim of this analysis is to

divide stars in metallicity groups to study their spatial distri-

bution and compare it to the spatial distribution of the rMS

and bMS stellar sub-populations, not to identify and separate

all the different sub-populations along ω Cen RGB. More-

over, we are interested in investigating the spatial distribu-

tion of these stars as a function of metallicity, and not in

determining absolute star counts and ratios of the different

sub-populations.

Calamida et al. (2009) provided a photometric metallicity

distribution based on ∼ 4,000 ω Cen RGB stars, by using the

theoretical, empirical and semi-empirical calibrations of the

Strömgren metallicity index m1 (and the reddening free [m])

presented in Calamida et al. (2007). The average photomet-

ric metallicity of the main peak of the distribution was found

to be [Fe/H]phot = −1.73±0.08, in very good agreement with

high-resolution spectroscopy, which found the main peak

at [Fe/H] ∼ −1.75 (Johnson & Pilachowski 2010). We as-

sumed [Fe/H]phot ∼ −1.73 as the average metallicity of the

MP group and estimated the metallicity of the RGB stars be-

longing to the four groups by using their u − i color distance

from the MP ridge line, ∆(u− i). The photometric metallicity
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Figure 11. Left: DECam i, u − i CMD of proper-motion selected ω Cen RGB stars. The four groups of candidate MP, MI1, MI2 and MR stars,

and the ridge lines used to select them, are indicated in blue, green, magenta and red, respectively. The number of stars for each group is also

provided. Right: Same CMD for stars not selected with proper motions.

is estimated as:

[Fe/H]phot = −1.73 −∆(u − i) (1)

for the MI1, MI2, and MR RGB stars. For the MP RGB stars

the metallicity is estimated as:

[Fe/H]phot = −1.73 − 2×∆(u − i) (2)

where

∆(u − i) = (u − i)i − (u − i)MP (3)

We used different criteria to estimate the metallicity of the

MP group because this sub-population includes ∼ 70% of

the cluster stars and its metallicity peak has a dispersion a

factor of 2 larger than the peaks of the other sub-populations

in the photometric metallicity distribution (see Table 13 and

Fig. 17 in Calamida et al. 2009). Note that we are only in-

terested here in separating RGB stars with different metal

content to study their spatial distribution, not in accurately

measuring the metallicity (or iron abundance) of the indi-

vidual stars. The photometric metallicity distribution ob-

tained with this method is plotted in Fig. 12 as a dotted line.

This figure also shows the metallicity distribution for 855

ω Cen RGBs (solid line) based on high-resolution spectro-

scopic measurements by Johnson & Pilachowski (2010). The

two distributions agree quite well, and extend for more than

1 dex, from [Fe/H] ∼ −2.2 until ∼ −0.2. Both the photomet-

ric and spectroscopic distributions have a main peak around

[Fe/H] ∼ −1.7, a secondary peak around [Fe/H] ∼ −1.45,

and a shoulder and tail up to higher metallicities.

We then calculated the difference between the photometric

metallicity of the RGB stars of all groups and the reference

value [Fe/H]phot = −1.73. We interpolated the metallicity val-

ues of all stars by using an inverse distance algorithm and

created a 2-D map of the RGB metallicity across ω Cen as

a function of position, which is shown in the top panel of

Fig. 13. This metallicity map shows a clear East-West asym-

metry, with more metal-rich stars in the Eastern half of the

cluster. Moreover, the more metal-poor stars seems to be off-

set from the geometrical center of the cluster. However, the

current metallicity map is based only on RGB stars with a

Gaia proper motion measurement; this selection introduces

a bias in the spatial distribution since Gaia does not cover

ω Cen uniformly, in particular towards the cluster center, due

to the choice of the scanning law and crowding effects. This

bias could cause the observed asymmetry and the center shift

of the more metal-poor stars in the RGB metallicity map.

Therefore, to have a better uniformly distributed sample of
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Figure 12. Metallicity distribution obtained by using the u − i

color of RGB stars selected from DECam i, u − i CMD and Gaia

proper motions (dotted line), selected by only using the u − i color

(dashed), and the high-resolution spectroscopic metallicity distribu-

tion (solid).

RGB stars, we selected them by using the i, u − i CMD of

ω Cen members without selecting stars with a proper motion

measurement in Gaia. We used the same ridge lines and delta

magnitude values as before and selected four new samples of

RGB stars. The new selection includes 3,301, 1,825, 1,322,

and 506 stars for the MP, MI1, MI2 and MR groups, respec-

tively. The stars are shown on the i, u − i CMD in the right

panel of Fig. 11. We estimated the photometric metallicity

for the four groups of stars and the obtained global metal-

licity distribution is shown in Fig. 12 as a dashed line. This

distribution is in very good agreement with the previous pho-

tometric (dotted) and with the spectroscopic (solid) metal-

licity distribution. However, a peak at higher metallicities,

[Fe/H] ≈ −0.9, is visible in this distribution, and it might be

due to a higher contamination of field stars in the color range

of the MR RGB group (field stars are on average more metal-

rich than cluster stars).

The metallicity map based on this larger sample of RGB

stars is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 13. This map al-

lows us to draw a few qualitative conclusions on the spatial

distribution of cluster RGB stars:

• metal-poor and metal-rich RGB stars have different

spatial distribution in ω Cen;

Figure 13. Metallicity maps for RGB stars selected from

ω Cen i, u − i CMD and Gaia proper motions (top panel), from the

CMD only (middle), and excluding the most metal-rich stars (bot-

tom). The selected RGB stars are over-plotted as red dots, and the

North and East directions are labeled. We note that the tidal tails

discovered by Ibata et al. (2019) are in the direction South East –

North West, i.e. from the bottom left corner towards the top right

corner of the plots presented here.
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• the more metal-rich stars have a more extended spa-

tial distribution compared to more metal-poor stars, i.e.

they are more frequent in the outskirts of the cluster;

• the more metal-poor stars are more concentrated to-

wards ω Cen center, and more metal-poor stars seem

to be present in the Northern half of the cluster;

• the more metal-poor stars clearly show an offset from

the geometrical center of the cluster.

Since metal-rich stars could be affected more by the field

star contamination, we performed the same experiment by

excluding the MR group from the RGB metallicity map. The

result is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 13: even by ex-

cluding the MR group, the more metal-rich RGBs are still

more frequent in the outskirts of ω Cen, and the more metal-

poor stars are off-center.

As a validation of our results we verified if reddening

might affect them. ω Cen reddening map in Fig. 6 shows that

there is a reddening increase towards the South-West quad-

rant of the cluster and a decrease in the North-West, with the

dispersion of the extinction being less than 0.03 mag. An in-

crease in the reddening would cause the RGB stars to seem

redder, while a decrease would make them bluer, simulating

higher or lower metallicities, respectively. If reddening is the

culprit of the different spatial distribution of more metal-poor

and more metal-rich stars, then the cluster metallicity map

should resemble the reddening map, mostly in the outskirts

of ω Cen. However, the two maps are quite different, with

the metallicity map showing a more extended spatial distri-

bution of the more metal-rich RGB stars in all four quadrants,

while extinction substantially increases only in the cluster

South-West quadrant. The more metal-poor RGB stars are

more concentrated and more abundant in the Northern half

of ω Cen. The North-South asymmetry and the center shift

of the more metal-poor stars could then be partly due to the

decrease of reddening in this area of the cluster.

To further investigate the role of reddening, we constructed

a reddening-free color index as [u−r] = (u−r)−1.19× (g− i).

To estimate the reddening ratio, E(u − r)/E(g − i), we cal-

culated the extinction coefficients for the ugri filters by us-

ing the Cardelli et al. (1989) reddening law and DECam fil-

ter transmission functions. We obtained Au = 1.70 × AV ,

Ag = 1.18× AV , Ar = 0.84 × AV , and Ai = 0.63× AV , and

E(u − r)/E(g − i) = 1.19. We then used the reddening-free

[u − r] color to separate RGB stars in the four groups, MP,

MI1, MI2 and MR, instead of the reddening affected u − i

color. Note that extinction would move stars almost hori-

zontally in the i, u − i or i, u − r CMDs, so we can neglect

the reddening affecting the i magnitude for the purpose of

selecting the groups of RGBs. The photometric metallic-

ity was derived as before, by using a MP reference ridge

line in the i, [u − r] CMD and a reference metallicity of

Figure 14. Metallicity maps as derived for RGB stars selected from

ω Cen i, [u − r] CMD. The selected RGB stars are over-plotted as

red dots, and the North and East directions are labeled. We note that

the tidal tails discovered by Ibata et al. (2019) are in the direction

South East – North West, i.e. from the bottom left corner towards

the top right corner of the plot presented here.

[Fe/H]phot = −1.73. The reddening map based on this selec-

tion is shown in Fig. 14 and is in very good agreement with

the map derived by selecting stars using the i, u − i CMD.

The more metal-poor RGB stars are more concentrated to-

wards ω Cen center and the more metal-rich are more nu-

merous in the outskirts. However, the more metal-poor RGBs

seem to be less off-center in this metallicity map, even though

the shift is still present. Therefore, differential extinction

towards ω Cen cannot fully account for the different spa-

tial distribution of the more metal-poor and more metal-rich

stars.

To investigate further the different spatial distribution of

stars at different metallicities, we also used another approach.

We computed the local number density for each RGB of the

four groups (MP, MI1, MI2, and MR) by determining which

area includes the star and its 30 nearest neighbors. Then,

we overlaid a grid on the top of the cluster and computed

the number density within each cell by averaging the local

number densities associated to the stars in the cell. We inter-

polated this number density with respect to the coordinates, x

and y (by considering the centers of the cells as their x,y coor-

dinates) to obtain a surface density function. We considered

the logarithm of this function to better explore the areas of

low densities. Finally, we applied a Gaussian filtering to the

number density logarithm to remove stochastic fluctuations

and to smooth the result. By varying the width of the cells in

the grid and the σ of the Gaussian filtering, a slightly differ-
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Figure 15. Isodensity maps of the four samples of RGB stars con-

sidered here. From the bottom left panel and proceeding clock-

wise: MP (blue), MI1 (green), MI2 (magenta), and MR (red) RGB

sample, respectively. The cross marks the geometrical center of

ω Cen and the center of each distribution of stars is marked in with

a dot.

ent result is obtained for this function. However, the relative

properties of the distributions of the four groups of RGB stars

do not depend on how we computed them, and thus we de-

cided to consider a grid with cell width ∼ 1.23′ and σ = 3′ for

the Gaussian filtering.

Fig. 15 shows the distribution of RGB stars in the four

metallicity groups by using the chosen (logarithmic) surface

density function as described above. This figure shows that

the distribution of the MR sample (red) is more extended,

and the distributions of the MP sample (blue), MI1 (green)

and MI2 (magenta) is more concentrated, confirming the pre-

vious result. Moreover, the isodensity map of the MP and

MI1 groups (blue and green contours in Figs. 15 and 16,

[Fe/H]phot . −1.4) show a slight East-West elongation, fol-

lowing ω Cen major axis direction, indicative of the cluster

ellipticity. On the other hand, the isodensity maps of the MI2

and MR groups (magenta and red contours in Figs. 15 and

16, [Fe/H]phot & −1.4) are more elongated in the North-East

to South-West direction.

The relative distribution of the samples can be better ex-

plored by looking at the three panels of Fig. 16, where

the contours obtained from the density distributions of MI1

(solid green lines), MI2 (solid magenta), and MR (solid red)

RGB stars are compared to those obtained for MP (blue dot-

ted) stars. The centers of the distributions of the four sam-

ples do not exactly coincide with the geometrical center of

the cluster (marked as a cross in the figure): the center of

the distribution of the MP RGB stars (blue filled circle) is

displaced in the North direction and the centers of the other

distributions (filled triangles) in the South-East direction with

respect to the center of ω Cen. The centers of the MI1, MI2,

and MR distributions are shifted ≈ 2′ from the center of the

MP distribution and ≈ 1.4′ South-East of the cluster center,

while the MP distribution is ≈ 1′ offset in the North direc-

tion.

The isodensity maps and contours of Figs. 15 and 16 con-

firm that more metal-poor and more metal-rich RGB stars

have different spatial distributions in ω Cen, and that stellar

sub-populations with different metallicities have also differ-

ent centroids compared to the geometrical center of the clus-

ter.

5.1. The red-giant branch star counts

We also explored if the four groups of RGB stars show

differences in the star counts across ω Cen. We counted the

number of MP, MI1, MI2, and MR RGB stars in the four -

NE, NW, SE, and SW - quadrants of the cluster. The num-

ber of stars for the four metallicity groups and the ratio of

the number of MR, MI1, and MI2 stars over the MP stars are

listed in Table 1. The MR to the MP star count ratios indicate

that MR stars are slightly more abundant in the South-East

quadrant of ω Cen, and the MI1 and MI2 to the MP star count

ratios are larger in the Eastern half of the cluster (columns 2,

3, and 4 of Table 1). This evidence confirms the spatial dis-

tribution shift between more metal-poor and more metal-rich

stars shown by the isodensity maps and contours. Regard-

ing the star counts (last four columns of Table 1), the MP

RGB stars seem to be more abundant in the Northern half of

ω Cen, while the more metal-rich RGB stars (MI1, MI2, and

MR) are more numerous in the Eastern half of the cluster.

These findings confirm the results of CA17, obtained with a

smaller sample of RGB stars, where a East-West asymmetry

was observed for the distribution of MI stars and mildly for

the MR stars.

5.2. Comparison with the Literature

We compareed our results with previous studies based on

the photometry and spectroscopy of ω Cen RGB stars. The

analysis of Jurcsik (1998), based on the chemical abundances

of 369 RGB stars, found that the more metal-rich RGB stars,

with [Fe/H] ≥ −1.25, are segregated in the Southern half of

ω Cen, while the more metal-poor, with [Fe/H] ≤ −1.75, in

the Northern half. Jurcsik (1998) also found that the cen-

ters of the more metal-poor and the more metal-rich stellar

groups are offset by ≈ 6′. The segregation of the more metal-

rich RGB stars in the Southern half of the cluster was later

confirmed by Hilker & Richtler (2000), based on the photo-

metric metallicity of 1,448 stars, but they could not find any

North-South asymmetry in the distribution of the more metal-

poor RGB stars in ω Cen.
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Figure 16. Comparison of isodensity contours for the four samples of RGB stars considered here. The panels show the contours obtained for

the MI1 (left, green), the MI2 (middle, magenta), and the MR group (right, red) as compared to those obtained for the MP group (blue). The

center of ω Cen is marked with a cross, while the centers of the MI1, MI2, and MR groups are marked with triangles and the center of the MP

distribution with a circle.

Table 1. Number of metal-poor (MP), metal-intermediate (MI1, MI2), and metal-rich (MR) red-giant branch stars in the different quadrants of

ω Cen and their ratios.

Quadrant N(MI1)/N(MP) N(MI2)/N(MP) N(MR)/N(MP) N(MP) N(MI1) N(MI2) N(MR)

NW 0.45±0.03 0.28±0.02 0.13±0.01 867±29 395±20 244±16 112±11

SW 0.52±0.03 0.42±0.03 0.16±0.02 768±28 402±20 327±18 124±11

SE 0.62±0.04 0.51±0.03 0.18±0.02 749±27 466±22 381±19 135±12

NE 0.63±0.03 0.40±0.02 0.15±0.02 873±29 547±23 353±19 134±12

Pancino et al. (2003) used photometry for a field of view of

∼ 20′× 20′ across ω Cen to study the spatial distribution of

∼ 3,500 RGB stars divided in three metallicity groups, MP,

MI and MR. They found different spatial distributions, with

the MP stars elongated in the East-West direction, i.e. along

the cluster major axis, and the MI and MR elongated North-

South in the internal regions, and East-West in the outskirts

of the cluster (up to ∼ 20′ from ω Cen center). Moreover, the

MI group has a center located ≈ 1′ South of the center of the

MP group, while the MR group is centered North compared

to the other two groups.

Our current data support a different spatial distribution of

RGB stars in ω Cen as a function of metallicity and are in

partial agreement with Jurcsik (1998): we find that MP RGB

stars seem to be more abundant in the Northern half ofω Cen,

as found by those authors, but that the more metal-rich RGBs

(MI1, MI2, and MR) are more numerous in the East quadrant

of the cluster, not in the South, with their centers shifted by

≈ 1.4′ towards the South-East direction. We also found an

offset between the centers of the MP and the more MR RGB

stars, but it is a factor of three smaller that what found by

Jurcsik (1998) (2′ vs 6′). These differences could be due

to a lack of statistics in the study from Jurcsik (1998) (369

as compared to our ∼ 7,000 RGB stars) and to a different

selection of the RGB star metallicity groups.

The results based on our data are in quite good agreement

with the findings of Pancino et al. (2003): we see that the MP

group of RGB stars follows the cluster spatial distribution,

being mostly elongated in the East-West direction (see the

bottom left panel of Fig. 15, and § 4.2 for the ellipticity es-

timate), and the most metal-rich RGBs in our study, the MI2

and MR groups, are elongated in the direction North-East

to South-West. However, we found that the centroids of the

more metal-rich RGBs (MI1, MI2 and MR) are ≈ 1.4′ South-

East of ω Cen center, while Pancino et al. (2003) found that

the MI RGB group is ≈ 1′ offset towards the South, but the

MR group is ≈ 1′ offset towards the North. This difference

could be due to different statistics, completeness, and cov-

erage of the photometric catalog, together with a different

selection of the RGB metallicity groups.

6. DISCUSSION

The origin and formation history of ω Cen is still sur-

rounded by mystery. ω Cen is one of the few GGCs that not
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only shows light-element dispersions and anti-correlations,

but also has a large spread in iron abundance and a disper-

sion of the heavy element content. Numerous photometric

and spectroscopic studies in the last 50 years unveiled dif-

ferent properties of this cluster, which make it a unique ob-

ject. However, a full understanding on how ω Cen formed

and evolved is still missing. In this section, we analyze how

the new results presented in this work can improve our un-

derstanding of the origin of ω Cen.

CA17 already showed that bMS stars are more centrally

concentrated compared to rMS stars up to a distance of≈ 25′,

while they are more numerous compared to rMS stars at

larger radial distances, based on DECam data. In the current

work, we confirmed these findings and, thanks to the larger

field of view observed with DECam, we found that the num-

ber of bMS stars further increases in the outskirts of ω Cen,

with bMS stars outnumbering rMS stars at distances larger

than ∼ 100′ from the cluster center. We then used multi-band

DECam photometry to divide RGB stars in four groups ac-

cording to their photometric metallicity, as estimated by us-

ing their u − i color. We found that the more metal-rich RGB

stars show a more extended spatial distribution compared to

the more metal-poor RGBs; bMS stars should also be more

metal-rich compared to rMS stars according to the available

spectroscopy. The above evidence makes ω Cen one of the

few stellar systems known where more metal-rich stars have

a more extended spatial distribution compared to more metal-

poor stars.

In nearby dwarf spheroidal galaxies such as Carina, Sculp-

tor, Fornax, and in satellite dwarf galaxies of M 31, the more

metal-rich stellar sub-populations are centrally concentrated

(Monelli et al. 2003; del Pino et al. 2013; Fabrizio et al.

2015; Ho et al. 2015; Martínez-Vázquez et al. 2016). The

same behavior is observed in Terzan 5, a bulge GGC with a

significant spread in iron abundance. The metal-rich sub-

population in this cluster is more centrally concentrated

compared to the metal-poor one (Ferraro et al. 2016). How-

ever, in M 22 and NGC 1851, the more metal-rich stel-

lar sub-population shows a more extended spatial distribu-

tion compared to the more metal-poor sub-population (Lee

2015; Yong & Grundahl 2008; Carretta et al. 2010, 2011). A

merger scenario was proposed to explain the origin of M 22

and NGC 1851.

In the past, several authors have suggested thatω Cen could

also be the result of the merger of two or more clusters.

Norris et al. (1997) and Smith et al. (2000) for example, pro-

posed the “merger within a fragment” scenario (already ad-

vanced by Searle in the 70’s, Searle & Zinn 1978), where

multiple sub-structures with different chemical abundances

evolve in the same parent cloud and gravitational field, in

slightly different time scales, to form a dwarf galaxy with a

globular cluster system. The most external clusters would

later be accreted onto the Galaxy, while the most internal

ones would fall on the center of the dwarf. The remnant

of the dwarf nucleus merged with the small clusters would

then also be accreted by the Galaxy and form a chemically

complex massive GGC, such as ω Cen.

Makino et al. (1991) and Thurl & Johnston (2002) pro-

duced N-body simulations of globular clusters merging and

showed that the probability of a merging happening in the

halo of the Galaxy is very low in a time interval less than

10 Gyr. However, encounters (and merging) of globular

clusters are more probable in dwarf galaxies. This pro-

cess could have happened in the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal

galaxy, currently accreting onto the Galaxy, and formed

the massive central cluster M 54, suggested to be a nu-

clear stars cluster by Alfaro-Cuello et al. (2019). In their re-

cent work, Alfaro-Cuello et al. (2019) showed that the old-

est more metal-poor sub-population in M 54 could result

from the merging of two clusters: its stars are more cen-

trally concentrated compared to the metal-intermediate stars,

that could belong to the Sagittarius dwarf. A youngest

more metal-rich sub-population was also identified and is

more centrally concentrated compared to the metal-poor and

metal-intermediate stars, and could have formed in situ.

Other studies provided theoretical simulations of globular

cluster merging in a dwarf galaxy environment to explain the

origin of clusters with light- and heavy-element abundance

dispersions (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2013; Gavagnin et al.

2016; Pasquato & Chung 2016). The clusters resulting from

the merger would then be accreted by the Galaxy after their

host dwarf was disrupted. Amaro-Seoane et al. (2013) de-

scribed globular clusters in neighbouring galaxies as a prod-

uct of mergers, by means of dedicated numerical simulations

with different initial conditions. In some cases, they found

that more metal-rich stars were more concentrated in the

centre of the cluster and also dominated in the outer parts

of the system, which is qualitatively similar to what we see

here for omega Cen. However, they pointed out that this

is due to the specific choice of parameters describing the

structure of the initial clusters. Bekki & Tsujimoto (2016)

simulated the formation of globular cluster merging in dwarf

galaxies orbiting the Galaxy, by assuming different chemical

evolution models. According to the mass of the dwarf, its

chemical composition, the masses of the clusters and their

position in the dwarf, the merging can produce GGCs with

different light-element dispersion, or with different light- and

heavy-element dispersions. Moreover, some dwarf field stars

could also be accreted by the merging clusters and further

increase the chemical abundance anomalies of the GGC. The

accretion of the dwarf field stars was suggested, in particular,

to explain the origin of the anomalous RGB in ω Cen, i.e.

the ω3 or RGB-a branch, which is the most metal-rich sub-

stellar population in the cluster, according to spectroscopy.
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ω Cen could also be the remnant of the nucleus of such a

dwarf galaxy that has been accreted onto the Galaxy.

In support of the merger scenario for the origin of ω Cen is

the different spatial distribution of RGB stars at different

metallicities and of the bMS and rMS stellar sub-populations.

The more metal-rich RGB stars are more concentrated in the

center of ω Cen, and show a more extended spatial distribu-

tion compared to the more metal-poor ones in the outskirts of

the cluster. In a similar way, the bMS stars are more concen-

trated in the center of ω Cen and have a more extended dis-

tribution compared to the rMS stars at distances larger than

∼ 20′ from the center. The currently available photometric

and spectroscopic data show that bMS stars are slightly more

metal-rich compared to rMS stars, and possibly more helium-

enhanced. However, if the metal-rich RGB and the bMS stars

were only the result of self-enrichment in ω Cen, these sub-

populations should be more concentrated compared to the

rest of the cluster stars. Dwarf galaxies in the Local Group

and the few GGCs with a measurable metallicity spread that

have been studied so far, show more metal-rich stars con-

centrated towards the center compared to more metal-poor

stars, and no extended spatial distribution of these stars was

observed in the outskirts of these systems.

However, as shown by multiple spectroscopic and pho-

tometric studies including this work, ω Cen shows a large

metallicity spread, with a main peak at ∼ -1.7, a few

secondary peaks and a tail up to ∼ -0.5. This evidence

could indicate that one of the systems that merged to form

ω Cen underwent some level of self-enrichment. This situa-

tion is indeed observed for M 54, which has a broad metallic-

ity distribution and is considered the remnant of the nucleus

of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy in the process of accreting

onto the Milky Way (Ibata et al. 1997; Alfaro-Cuello et al.

2019).

Another indication of a possible merger is the different lo-

cation of the centers of the RGB stars spatial distributions:

the distribution of the more metal-rich RGB stars shows a

peak ≈ 1.4′ offset from the cluster center, while the distribu-

tion of the more metal-poor stars is ≈ 1′ off-center towards

the North. The shift in the peaks of the RGB sub-population

distributions was already observed by Jurcsik (1998) and

Pancino et al. (2003), but the peaks had different shifts.

As a result of a merger, ω Cen could be flattened. And

indeed, our ACS+WFI+DECam data show that ω Cen has an

average ellipticity ε∼ 0.10, with a maximum value of ∼ 0.15

between 8 and 15′ from the cluster center. This result pro-

vides further evidence in support of this possible origin for

ω Cen, but we point out that rotation or the effect of the ex-

ternal Galactic tidal field could also be responsible for the

observed morphology, and we plan to investigate this further

in the future.

If ω Cen is the result of a merger, the different stellar sub-

populations should also show different kinematical proper-

ties if the system is not relaxed yet. Note that the relax-

ation time at the half-mass radius for ω Cen is & 12 Gyr

(van de Ven et al. 2006), and signatures of the merger should

then be observable in the cluster. Spectroscopy for a few

hundreds of RGB and SGB stars is available for the more in-

ternal regions of ω Cen (r .30′) and radial velocities were

measured.

Norris et al. (1997) claimed that ω Cen sub-populations

have different kinematical properties, and Ferraro et al.

(2002) showed that the proper-motion centroid for the metal-

rich stars is offset from the centroid of the metal-poor stars

in ω Cen. On the basis of these findings, they suggested that

the most metal-rich stars in ω Cen, i.e. the ω3 or RGB-a

branch, formed in an independent stellar system that was

later accreted by the cluster. These results were not con-

firmed by Bellini et al. (2009), who found a similar centroid

for the proper motions of different populations when using a

different set of ground-based data. Moreover, Pancino et al.

(2007) and Sollima et al. (2009) found that metal-poor and

metal-rich stars in ω Cen do not present any significant ra-

dial velocity offset. However, a study of radial velocities of

ω Cen SGB stars from Sollima et al. (2005b), showed that

the most metal-rich SGB stars, belonging to the SGB-a, i.e.

the continuation of the RGB-a, show a larger velocity disper-

sion compared to the other SGBs, and suggested that these

stars might have evolved in a different environment and were

later accreted by ω Cen, supporting the merger scenario of

ω Cen with accretion of field stars in a dwarf.

Unfortunately, radial velocities for SGB and RGB stars are

not available yet in the outskirts of ω Cen, but the photomet-

ric study presented in this paper strongly supports the more

metal-rich stars in the cluster having a different origin com-

pared to the more metal-poor stars. This evidence also points

to a merger formation scenario for ω Cen.

It is important to note that the merger scenario we propose

for the origin of ω Cen does not exclude the possibility that

this cluster has a surrounding stellar halo and/or tidal tails.

Based on our new DECam photometry, we produced a stellar

density profile from the core up to a distance of 140′ from

the centre of ω Cen. Model fits to the density profile (see de-

tails in Appendix A) suggest indeed that the cluster could be

surrounded by a halo of PE stars. We plan to investigate this

further by gathering kinematic data for stars in the outskirts

of ω Cen, and also providing numerical simulations to deter-

mine if and which kind of progenitors could have merged to

generate such a cluster and in which time-frame.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented DECam multi-band photometry of ω Cen for

a FoV of ≈ 5◦× 5◦ across the cluster. The availability
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of the u-band photometry allowed us to use a color-color-

magnitude diagram to separate cluster and field stars down

to i ∼ 22.5 mag. We verified the efficiency of our method

by using proper motions for the brighter stars, i≤16 mag,

obtained from Gaia DR2: our catalog has a residual contam-

ination by field stars of . 10%, while only ∼ 1% of cluster

stars are classified as field stars. The final DECam photo-

metric catalog includes ≈ 0.5 millions cluster members, with

photometry in 4 filters, namely ugri.

We matched DECam photometry with ACS and WFI pho-

tometry for the more internal regions of ω Cen. The com-

bined catalog includes∼ 1.8× 107 cluster members and pho-

tometry in 11 filters. This unprecedented photometric catalog

allowed us to observe the split along ω Cen MS and to ana-

lyze the spatial distribution of the blue and red MS across

the entire cluster extension and beyond. We confirmed the

evidence presented in CA17 that bMS stars are more cen-

trally concentrated compared to stars belonging to the rMS

up to a distance of ≈ 25′. The frequency of bMS stars then

steadily increases up to the tidal radius, with the ratio of bMS

to rMS stars being ∼ 0.85 and constant up to ∼ 100′ from

the cluster center. We used the extinction values towards

ω Cen measured by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and found

that our results are not affected by differential foreground

reddening. Moreover, reddening would move stars from the

blue to the red MS decreasing the ratio of bMS to rMS stars,

further supporting our results that bMS stars have a more ex-

tended spatial distribution compared to rMS stars.

We also derived the global stellar density profile based on

DECam photometry of ω Cen members for distances larger

than 16′, and WFI and ACS photometry for the more internal

regions. This is the first time that ω Cen density profile is de-

rived by using star counts of bright stars and fainter MS stars

from 1 to ∼ 140′ from the cluster center. We also investigated

if the density profile varies in the direction of ω Cen tidal

tails and along the opposite direction: these profiles are fully

compatible, within uncertainties, with the cluster global den-

sity profile. To further ascertain this, we divided the cluster

region in 15◦ slices, and calculated the ratio of normalized

number of stars a function of the angle, finding no significant

variations.

We also constructed stellar density profiles of the bMS

and rMS stars, which suggest that the bMS stellar sub-

populations is more extended compared to the rMS one in

the outskirts of ω Cen, as determined also on the basis of

the number ratio of bMs to rMS stars. We computed the

density profile of the bMS and rMS stellar sub-populations

along (and opposite to) the direction of the tidal tails, finding

no significant difference with respect to the profiles shown

in Fig. 7. Moreover, just like the total number of stars, the

number of bMS and rMS stars do not show any significant

variation as a function of angle.

We then computed the ellipticity profile of ω Cen by con-

sidering all stars from the combined ACS, WFI and DECam

photometric catalog. The average ellipticity is ∼ 0.10, and

it increases from ∼ 0.06 at ∼ 3′ from the cluster center to

∼ 0.16 at ∼ 10′. It then decreases again at larger distances,

reaching a value of ∼ 0.05 at ∼ 30′. At larger distances, the

low density of stars and the non-uniform coverage of the field

of view introduce geometrical biases and prevent us from

measuring the real geometry of the system and from estimat-

ing reliable ellipticity values. Our results are in good agree-

ment with Geyer et al. (1983) and with Pancino et al. (2003),

within uncertainties.

We also studied the spatial distribution of RGB stars, di-

vided in four metallicity groups, MP, MI1, MI2, and MR,

according to their u − i color. The metallicity map shows that

more metal-rich stars have a more extended distribution com-

pared to more metal-poor stars. The comparison between

the metallicity and the reddening maps shows that extinction

cannot fully account for this result.

The isodensity maps and contours of the four groups show

that the more metal-poor stars, MP and MI1, follow the clus-

ter elongation, while the more metal-rich, MI2 and MR, are

elongated in the North-East – South-West direction. More-

over, the center of the MP group of stars is shifted ≈ 1′ North

of the geometrical center of ω Cen, while the centers of the

MI1, MI2, and MR groups are shifted ≈ 1.4′ South-East.

The star counts of the four groups of RGBs show that more

metal-rich stars are more numerous in the Eastern half of the

cluster, and the more metal-poor stars are more abundant in

the Northern half. These results are in quite good agreement

with previous studies; however, we show that the asymmetry

in the distribution of more metal-rich and more metal-poor

stars is in the East-West direction, with the center of the more

metal-rich stars shifted South-East.

All this evidence supports a formation scenario where

ω Cen is the result of a merger of different clusters, or of

clusters and the nucleus of a dwarf galaxy, later accreted by

the Galaxy, as discussed in § 6.

Spectroscopic data for a statistically significant number of

stars in the outskirts of the cluster are now needed to con-

firm the formation scenario of ω Cen. The current wide-field

photometry combined with abundances and radial velocity

measurements for RGB stars in the outskirts of ω Cen will

allow us to confirm the different spatial distributions of the

stellar sub-populations and their different kinematical prop-

erties. Moreover, spectroscopy for a statistically significant

number of stars along the MS of ω Cen is necessary to con-

firm that the bMS stars are more metal-rich than the rMS

stars.

We also plan to carry out an investigation by means of ded-

icated numerical simulations, to determine if and which kind

of progenitors could have merged to generate such a cluster;
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we will aim at reproducing both the structure and the kine-

matics of the populations that it hosts. This would help us to

clearly explain the puzzling properties of this peculiar stellar

system, and to truly shed light on its origin.
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APPENDIX

A. FIT TO THE CLUSTER STELLAR DENSITY PROFILES

In order to characterize more precisely the relative concentration of rMS and bMS stars and their extent in the cluster, we

decided to carry out fits of dynamical models to the number density profiles of all cluster stars and of the bMS and rMS stars. We

considered the isotropic, single-mass King (1966) and the non-rotating Wilson (1975) models because they have been extensively

used in the literature to describe globular cluster profiles (thus allowing us to compare our results with previous studies in a mean-

ingful way), and because, even though they are constructed based on simplifying hypotheses, they provide a good zeroth-order

description of the structure of this class of stellar systems. In addition, we also considered LIMEPY models (Gieles & Zocchi

2015), and SPES models (Claydon et al. 2019).

The isotropic LIMEPY models are defined by two structural parameters: the concentration, W0, and the truncation parameter,

g, which describes the outermost slope of the models (small g values indicate an abrupt truncation, large g values a more shallow

slope). We note that the King and non-rotating Wilson models can be obtained from this family of models by choosing g = 1

and g = 2, respectively. In this respect, the presence of the truncation parameter makes the LIMEPY models more flexible in

reproducing the outermost parts of the observed density profiles, where the interaction with the external tidal field might play an

important role in determining the cluster morphology.

The SPES models account for the presence of potential escaper (PE) stars, i.e. energetically unbound stars still spatially trapped

within the cluster. They are defined by a distribution function composed of two parts, continuously and smoothly connected to

each other, one describing the bound stars and the other representing the PEs. These models are defined by means of the usual

concentration parameter, W0, and two additional structural parameters, B and η. The B parameter is a constant used to connect

the distribution function of the PEs to that of bound stars; its values range between 0 and 1, with B = 1 corresponding to a cluster

without PEs. The parameter η is the velocity dispersion of PEs normalized with respect to the velocity scale of the models; its

possible values also range from 0 (no PEs) to 1. Also in this case, it is possible to recover the King and non-rotating Wilson

models with an appropriate choice of the values of the model parameters (B = 1 and η = 0 for the first, and B = 1 for any η for the

second).

We show the best-fit profiles in Fig. 17: the top panel displays the number density obtained when considering all the stars (green

filled circles), the central panel the profile obtained with only bMS stars (blue), and the bottom panel the profile obtained with the

rMS stars (red). The LIMEPY, SPES, King and Wilson best-fit models are shown with dashed, solid, dotted and dashed-dotted

lines, respectively. The fits of the LIMEPY, King and Wilson models were carried out on profiles extending up to a limiting radius

of 50′, and SPES models on profiles extending up to 80′, to avoid the outermost points (dark and empty circles in all panels),

which are not well-represented by these models, to drive the fits.

The best-fit models to the three groups of stars appear to be different, confirming the different concentration and extent of

stellar sub-populations in ω Cen. The derived concentration parameters, half-mass and truncation radii for the best-fit models for

the three profiles are listed in Table 2. We also list the values of the model parameters g (for LIMEPY, King and Wilson models),

and B and η for the SPES models. For these models we also indicate the fraction of PEs present in the cluster, fPE , calculated as

the ratio of the total mass of PE to the total mass of the cluster.

https://www.cosmos.esa.int/gaia
https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/dpac/consortium
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The best-fit King and Wilson models for the bMS stellar density profile are slightly more concentrated (they have a larger

concentration parameter, W0) and more extended (larger truncation radius, rt) compared to the rMS stellar density profile; a

similar distribution for bMS and rMS stars is inferred when looking at the best-fit SPES models. The values of the truncation

radii obtained with the LIMEPY models are very large: the best-fit value of g is large to accommodate the outermost part of the

profile, and this drives the model extent to be very large. We note that the bMS profile starts to be flattened already at ∼ 35′, and

it is thus the profile with the largest estimated truncation radius.

The King models are unable to reproduce the stellar density distributions at large distances from the center, and their truncation

radii are a severe underestimate of the edge of the cluster. The truncation radii obtained with the Wilson best-fit models are ∼

100′ for the global density profile, and ∼ 150 and ∼ 120′ for the bMS and rMS profiles, respectively (see Table 2). The Jacobi

radius2 for ω Cen was estimated by Balbinot & Gieles (2018) to be 161.71 pc, corresponding to 101.1′, when assuming a distance

to ω Cen of 5.5 kpc, a value in very good agreement with our estimate of the truncation radius obtained with the Wilson best-fit

model to the global and rMS density profiles. This value is also quite close to the critical radius estimated with the best-fit SPES

model for the global profile (∼ 84′), and for the rMS profile (∼ 100′), which represents the maximum radius for bound stars. It

is worth noticing that the bMS profile has a smaller critical radius (∼ 80′) than the global and rMS profiles: bMS stars located

at distances > 35′, where the profile flattens, are considered to be PEs, and consequently the derived critical radius is smaller in

this case compared to those of the other profiles. The best-fit SPES model, indeed, provides the highest PE star fraction in mass

(6%) for the bMS stellar sub-population.

Both the best-fit King and Wilson models, and partially also the LIMEPY models, fail to reproduce the outermost shape of the

global stellar density profile, suggesting that the interaction with the Galactic tidal field, and the presence of PEs (Claydon et al.

2017) need to be taken into account to better describe the observations.

Our results agree quite well with the recent findings of de Boer et al. (2019), who used Gaia DR2 combined to HST photometry

and surface density profiles from Trager et al. (1995) for the central parts to derive the density profiles of 81 GGCs. Gaia

photometry is used down to G = 20 mag, which is about the TO level for the closest clusters. Most of these density profiles are

therefore based on SGB and RGB stars. In the case of ω Cen, Gaia data are used starting from a distance of 17.5′ from the cluster

center, where the completeness should be ∼80% down to G = 20 mag, and the surface density profile from Trager et al. (1995) is

used at smaller distances. This profile has been stitched and normalized to match Gaia star count data in the external regions of

ω Cen. de Boer et al. (2019) also fit the same models considered in this work to the GGC profiles. The King and Wilson models

do not properly fit the outermost regions of ω Cen (r & 60′), and provide truncation radii of ∼ 48′ and ∼ 78′, and concentration

parameters W0 = 6.25 and 4.82, respectively. The best-fit LIMEPY model provides a truncation radius of ∼ 94′ with W0 = 3.97

and g = 2.33, and the best-fit SPES model provides a critical radius of ∼ 67′ with W0 = 4.57, log(1 − B) = -2.83 and η = 0.25.

These values are a bit smaller but still in quite good agreement with the ones obtained with our fits, especially considering that

we used a different sample of stars for the analysis. Summarizing, the SPES models provide the best fit to ω Cen stellar density

profile and suggest that 2% of the mass of the cluster is due to PE stars in its surroundings.

To investigate for the presence of asymmetries in the stellar density distribution, we selected only stars in the North-West –

South-East direction (tidal tail direction) and the opposite one, and produced a density profile considering all stars, bMS, and

rMS stars in both directions. The six new profiles were also fit with the same four families of models introduced above, and the

best-fit parameters are in very good agreement, within uncertainties, with the ones obtained for the global profiles, and show no

significant difference in the distribution of stars along different directions.

2 The Jacobi radius is defined as rJ = RG

[

M/(2MG)
]1/3

, where RG is the galactocentric distance of the cluster, and M and MG are the masses of the cluster

and of the Galaxy, respectively.
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Figure 17. Number density profile for all selected cluster members (left panel) and for selected bMS and rMS stars (middle and right panels).

Darker filled circles indicate the points excluded from the fit with LIMEPY, King and Wilson models, empty circles those excluded only from

the SPES model fit. Dotted, dashed, dot-dashed and solid line reproduce the best-fit profiles of King, Wilson, LIMEPY and SPES models,

respectively.

Table 2. Parameters of best-fit for the considered models, for each profile, as indicated in the first

column. The first part of the table lists the best-fit parameters obtained for the LIMEPY models

(Gieles & Zocchi 2015), and the third and fourth part the ones derived for King (1966) and non-rotating

Wilson (1975) models: the concentration parameter W0, the half-mass radius rh (given both in pc and

in arcmin), the truncation radius rt (given both in pc and in arcmin), and the truncation parameter g;

we recall that King and Wilson models can be obtained by calculating LIMEPY models with g = 1

and g = 2 respectively. The second part of the table lists the best-fit parameters obtained for the SPES

models (Claydon et al. 2019): the concentration parameter W0, the half-mass radius rh (given both in

pc and in arcmin), the critical radius rcrit (given both in pc and in arcmin), the model parameters B and

η, and the fraction of the cluster in potential escapers, fPE.

Profile W0 rh rh rt rt g log(1 − B) η fPE

(pc) (arcmin) (pc) (arcmin)

LIMEPY model

All 4.87 ±
0.26
0.37 9.29 ±

0.11
0.12 6.39 215.81 148.33 2.33 ±

0.21
0.16

bMS 3.95 ±
0.36
0.15 9.58 ±

0.10
0.11 6.59 2766.00 1806.24 2.90 ±

0.06
0.10

rMS 5.61 ±
0.15
0.17 9.70 ±

0.12
0.12 6.72 171.09 117.61 1.99 ±

0.12
0.11

SPES model

All 5.06 ±
0.10
0.08 9.33 ±

0.14
0.15 6.41 121.82 83.75 -3.28 ±

0.33
0.24 0.78 ±

0.15
0.17 0.02

bMS 5.09 ±
0.04
0.06 9.52 ±

0.18
0.15 6.54 117.02 80.45 -2.95 ±

0.08
0.05 0.95 ±

0.04
0.06 0.06

rMS 5.37 ±
0.09
0.10 9.81 ±

0.15
0.15 6.75 148.31 101.96 -3.32 ±

0.36
0.29 0.79 ±

0.15
0.19 0.02

King model

All 6.18 ±
0.07
0.07 9.50 ±

0.11
0.11 6.53 67.51 46.42 1

bMS 6.81 ±
0.04
0.05 9.76 ±

0.10
0.10 6.71 80.65 55.45 1

rMS 6.53 ±
0.07
0.07 10.11 ±

0.12
0.12 6.95 78.39 53.90 1

Wilson model

All 5.35 ±
0.07
0.08 9.31 ±

0.11
0.11 6.40 145.58 100.08 2

bMS 6.07 ±
0.04
0.05 9.36 ±

0.11
0.09 6.44 224.43 154.26 2

rMS 5.60 ±
0.06
0.06 9.76 ±

0.11
0.11 6.71 174.27 119.80 2
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